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MANUALSPRAY VALVE DAS 200
The manual spray valve DAS 200 is designed to spray various kind
of fluids.
The ergonomic handgrip and is weight make it very easy to handle and
use, and the operator can focus on the process.
The valve DAS 200 can be equipped with various kind of extensions
to have anytime the right dispensing result.
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FIELDS OF APPLICATION:
> Oil and lubricants manual spray
> Release agents manual spray
> Grease and lubricants manual
spray (HP Version)

FEATURES:
>

Micro-metric fluid passage adjusting

>

Stainless steel needle and nozzle

>

Simple and economic

>

Available in HP version, for pressure
up to 25 bar

>

Available many kind of extensions,
also for radial spray.

Technical data
Model

DAS 200

Drive

Manual

Weight

240g

Fluid pressure

Max 4 bar (standard version) Max 25 bar (HP version)

Atomizing air pressure

0,5 - 6 bar

Air inlet

Tube 6x4mm

Fluid inlet

Tube 6x4mm (standard version) - Fitting ¼ gas (HP version)

Air cap

Tube 6x4mm

Fluid adjustment

Micrometric

Materials

Stainless steel and aluminium

Fluids to be dispensed

Oil, lubricants, release agents, grease and pasty products (HP Version)

HP VERSION
DAS 200 valve, in its high pressure version, is able to spray pasty products as grease ( until NLGI 2 grade) or other
lubricants paste. This version allow to have a cheap and easy-to-handle manual gun, to replace manual brushes,
with a professional result.

DAS 200 EXTENSIONS
The radial extensions are perfects to reach holes and remote areas, such
o-ring seat, various sized holes etc. In this way will be possible to dispense
in a fast and reliable way a ring of fluid on the walls of the hole.
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Ci riserviamo di modificare in qualsiasi momento, senza preavviso, le caratteristiche tecniche, le dimensioni ed i pesi indicati nel presente catalogo. Le illustrazioni non sono impegnative.

